
Reframing our Foundation: A Guide for
Going Deeper

Note for Users:

Reframing our Foundation: A Guide for Going Deeper is the first of an 11-week guide that
accompanies the podcast More to It: Reframing Emotions.1 Each session is designed to help you
and your community know, love, and praise God for His wonderful design for our emotions, even
the ones we view as “negative.” The sessions feature an episode summary, definitions of relevant
terms, Scripture reading, discussion questions, activities, prayers, and reflection prompts.

Each section in a session (for example, prayer and discussion) features a timestamp, but the
timestamp is simply a suggestion for the amount of time to spend. At times, you and your
community may want to linger with the discussion questions. Or maybe you need to spend more
time engaging with a concept through a small group activity. You should prioritize what produces
the most flourishing in your community, even if it means bending or breaking the time “rules.”

In the podcast, one of our counselors suggests emotions—even the negative ones—are echoes
of Eden. If we listen to those echoes and follow them to their source, we might just end up back
in the garden, not hiding from God, but experiencing the forevermore joy found in His presence.
As you use this guide with your community, we pray that a spirit of unity, curiosity, and humility
will be present, creating a space in which you can be vulnerable, drawing near to God and one
another.

The Austin Stone Institute, The Austin Stone Counseling Center

1 Subscribe to the podcast here: https://pod.link/1626545281.

https://pod.link/1626545281


Session 1: Reframing Our Foundation

Episode Main Point

All of us view and engage with emotions through a particular framework that has been informed
by our own experiential emotional narratives.

Episode Summary

In the first episode of More to It: Reframing Emotions, The Austin Stone Institute and The Austin
Stone Counseling Center introduce emotions. What are emotions? How should we think about
them? Are they important? The host and counselors consider the different ways people relate to
their emotions. They suggest every person has a framework or foundation for their emotions,
usually informed and shaped by experiential emotional narratives.

On the one hand, some people stifle their emotions, thinking emotions are sinful or unimportant
to growing in Christ. On the other hand, some people perceive their emotions as “truth.” What
they feel, however momentary, defines who they are and how they relate to the world. Are these
the only frameworks for emotions, though? Is there a better one, a biblical one, that could help us
make sense of our chaotic, messy feelings?

In this episode the counselors invite us to “reframe” our foundational beliefs regarding emotions.
If we do, we might discover a “whole, put-together life” (Romans 6:22–23, MSG). We will
recognize and receive our emotions as signposts in our lives rather than rejecting them or being
ruled by them. We will also learn to bring our emotions to Jesus, as Jesus did with His Father in
the garden of Gethsemane, and submit them—and ourselves—to our good and gracious God.

Definitions

● Emotion: An emotion is like a road sign. It indicates how we are interpreting reality.
Emotion results from the constant monitoring, shifting, and energizing activity around
which the brain organizes itself. The brain constantly monitors the landscape, both
internally and externally, comparing what it is experiencing in the present with what has
occurred in the past to prepare for future action. The phenomenon of emotion is deeply
tied to ongoing action or movement.2

Scripture

Genesis 1:26–31; Luke 22:39–46; John 11:1–44

2 Paraphrasing a definition from Curt Thompson’s Anatomy of the Soul.
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Pray (5 min)
Before beginning the study, pray aloud, using either your own words or the words provided.

Heavenly Father, help us to approach our emotions with curiosity. Teach us how our emotions are
a part of being made in Your image. Give us courage to confess our concerns about emotions to
our friends. And inspire us, by Your Word, to reframe how we view and engage our emotions. We
want to honor You, Father, in all we do and in all we feel. May our emotions draw us closer to You
and lead us to love others as You love us. Amen.

Read (5–10 min)

Either read the following Bible verses aloud or invite a volunteer to read.

28 When she [Martha] had said this, she went and called her sister Mary, saying in private,
“The Teacher is here and is calling for you.” 29 And when she heard it, she rose quickly
and went to him. 30 Now Jesus had not yet come into the village, but was still in the place
where Martha had met him. 31 When the Jews who were with her in the house, consoling
her, saw Mary rise quickly and go out, they followed her, supposing that she was going to
the tomb to weep there. 32 Now when Mary came to where Jesus was and saw him, she
fell at his feet, saying to him, “Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have
died.” 33 When Jesus saw her weeping, and the Jews who had come with her also
weeping, he was deeply moved in his spirit and greatly troubled. 34 And he said, “Where
have you laid him?” They said to him, “Lord, come and see.” 35 Jesus wept. 36 So the Jews
said, “See how he loved him!” 37 But some of them said, “Could not he who opened the
eyes of the blind man also have kept this man from dying?” (John 11:28–36)

Discuss (15–20 min)

Answer the following questions.

● Who is present in the verses we just read, and what emotions do they seem to feel?
● Jesus doesn’t rush to resurrect Lazarus. He speaks with Martha, and He speaks with Mary.

He is “deeply moved in his spirit.” Jesus weeps. Why do you think Jesus pauses to weep?
Why was that a good use of His time?

● Before listening to the podcast, how would you have defined “emotion”? What was
helpful or unhelpful about the definition provided by the counselors?

● How might negative emotions like grief or jealousy be “the echo of Eden in our hearts”? If
viewed that way, how might negative emotions lead us toward Jesus rather than away
from Him?
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Engage (10 min)

In smaller groups of two and three, respond to the following questions.

● Consider your personal history. What narrative, or framework, for emotions did you grow
up with? How has that narrative affected your life?

● Even if we grew up with a particular framework, we can change it. We can tell a better
story. What better story about emotions would you like to tell?

Pray (5 min)

Either read the following liturgy, a worshipful prayer, aloud or invite a volunteer to read.

A Liturgy for Reframing our Foundation

My first sound was a wail, a whine of wanting.
Sorrow, discomfort, hunger—all erupted from me at once.
Since this beginning, I have been ruled by longing:
Longing for comfort, for warmth,
For trinkets and toys, for the fullness of the stomach,
The fullness of the soul. Longing to be held, loved.
Longing for home,
Desire nestled within me, and desire took form—
anger, wrath, sorrow, fear, loneliness,
happiness, elation,
wonder.

But I do not have to be mastered by these.
They are merely the tides of life, directing me to a safer shore.
All the circumstances You have led me to—
The achievements, the losses, the failures—
And the muddled mix of feelings they manifested—
You, O King of the Soul, O Lord of the Deepest Heart,
You have given them to me
To teach me how to direct all this longing
Toward You.
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Reflect

Complete the following reflection on your own.

Some time this week, read John 11 in full. Sit in silence for 1–2 minutes after reading the text. Then
consider the following questions:

● What can you praise Jesus for, based on this text?
● What might you need to confess?
● In what areas do you need the Holy Spirit’s counsel and strength?
● Consider the framework(s) you have for emotions. What would you like to change about

that framework(s)? What better story about emotions would you like to tell? Write down
that story, either in a journal or on your phone.

● What role could community play in helping you recognize, receive, and respond to
emotions from a biblical framework and through healthy habits?
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